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Summary

Management led private buyout of GSUM provides an arbitrage opportunity.

An absolute gain of 15.7% (> 31% annualized yield rate) is available based on the arbitrage-

market spread.

The board of directors approved deal still awaits shareholder approval and is scheduled to close

in first quarter 2021.

Engineered Income Investing: Exclusive Premium Research:
Special Situation

Special Situations are opportunities to invest where money is likely to be made regardless

of which way the existing status unfolds. They usually arise from activist shareholders

pressing management for changes or from arbitrage of pending merger/takeover deals.

This opportunity is a risk arbitrage based on the current trading price discount from the
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$2.00 buy-out price.

On 10/1/20, Gridsum (GSUM) announced a plan to be taken private in an all cash buyout

by an investor consortium led by Chairman Mr. Guosheng Qi.

Terms are for an all cash buyout at $2.00, expected to close in the 1st quarter of 2021.

Shareholder approval will be required. The board of directors has recommended approval

of the offer.

There are no attractively priced options at this time. However, shares can be purchased at

$1.73, providing an absolute gain of 15.7% on the investment based on the $2.00 sale

price when completed. Given the less than 180 day window until close, this is an

annualized yield rate greater than 31%.

The risk is that the deal does not close for some reason coupled with shares then falling to

below the $1.73 break-even. Prior to the deal announcement, shares were trading in the

$1.20 to $1.30 range.

Closing Thoughts

This is not a risk free special situation but it is a favorably balanced one. The small size

investment tranches available on this inexpensive stock make it easy to manage the size

of capital tranches you may wish to speculate with.

Thank you for taking the time to read my work. If you are interested in special situations,

dividends, retirement income, option boosting yields, and fundamental value analysis and

appraisal, consider becoming a follower by clicking the orange follow button. I invite you to
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join in the comment section below as part of a discussion of the ideas presented in this

article.

Stay safe and well.

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and

should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should

determine the suitability for their own situation and perform their own due diligence before

making any investment.

Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, but may initiate a long
position in GSUM over the next 72 hours. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my
own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I
have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

Latest rating: Bullish
Very Bullish Bullish Neutral Bearish Very Bearish

Richard Berger's ratings on GSUM

All Ratings by Richard Berger »

Comments (4)

Chancer

@ Richard Berger:

Thanks for article.

At $1.77 only 13% gain. Not good enough for me in this market environment.

If overall market drops more due to election turmoil, might be worth it if cheaper.
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Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Chancer,

Thanks for sharing your thoughts. Yes, it is only 13+% absolute gain, but the tied up of

investment assets will be 6 months or less to completion, making the annualized return

double that or more. The shorter the wait to completion, the higher the effective yield rate will

be.

Personally, I find that a 26%+ annual yield rate being shunned so a person can chase higher

returns is an exercise that will almost surely fail 99 out of 100 times. Each to their own

however. No one size fits all.

Richard

20 Oct 2020, 12:25 PM

Anthony H. Steinmetz
Contributor Premium

Thanks for the article as I'm currently assessing the opportunity myself.

20 Oct 2020, 11:16 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » AHS,

Thanks for the feedback.

Richard

20 Oct 2020, 12:25 PM
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